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Abstract Entanglement and its consequences—in particu-
lar the violation of Bell inequalities, which defies our con-
cepts of realism and locality—have been proven to play
key roles in Nature by many experiments for various quan-
tum systems. Entanglement can also be found in systems
not consisting of ordinary matter and light, i.e. in massive
meson–antimeson systems. Bell inequalities have been dis-
cussed for these systems, but up to date no direct experi-
mental test to conclusively exclude local realism was found.
This mainly stems from the fact that one only has access to
a restricted class of observables and that these systems are
also decaying. In this Letter we put forward a Bell inequality
for unstable systems which can be tested at accelerator fa-
cilities with current technology. Herewith, the long awaited
proof that such systems at different energy scales can reveal
the sophisticated “dynamical” nonlocal feature of Nature in
a direct experiment gets feasible. Moreover, the role of en-
tanglement and C P violation, an asymmetry between matter
and antimatter, is explored, a special feature offered only by
these meson–antimeson systems.

1 Introduction

The foundations of quantum mechanics have been exten-
sively studied ever since the seminal work of Einstein,
Podolsky and Rosen (EPR) in 1935, and the discovery of
Bell inequalities [1] in 1964. Violations of the Bell inequal-
ities, which reveal nonlocality of Nature, have been found
in various distinct quantum systems [2–6]. Currently, more
and more experiments in the realm of Particle Physics are
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exploring these issues [7–15] which presently enter preci-
sion levels where, for various reasons, new physics is ex-
pected. In Refs. [16, 17] and acknowledged in Refs. [18,
19] it was outlined that, in particular, the neutral K-meson
system is suitable to show quantum marking and quantum
erasure procedures in a way not available for ordinary mat-
ter and light. Therefore, this system is an exceptional labo-
ratory for testing the very concepts of Nature. For mesonic
systems one has two different measurement procedures, an
active one, exerting the free will of the experimenter, and
a passive one, with no control over the measurement basis
nor on the time point. For studies whether the strong corre-
lations of the apparently paradoxical gedanken experiment
by EPR can be explained by hidden parameters one has to
demand that the two experimenters, commonly called Alice
and Bob, independently and actively choose among differ-
ent alternatives. This rules out all meson systems except the
neutral kaons whose sufficiently long lifetimes permit inser-
tion of material at various places along their trajectories.

There have been several proposals of Bell inequalities for
the entangled kaonic system (e.g. Refs. [7–14, 20]), but they
lack a direct experimental verification, because both the ob-
servable space as well as the initial entangled state that can
be produced at accelerator facilities is limited. These mas-
sive systems (about 1/2 of a proton mass) are entangled
in the quantum number strangeness, i.e. in being a particle
and antiparticle, and present a unique laboratory to test for
discrete symmetry violations as well as the foundations of
quantum mechanics. Moreover, different from massive spin
systems they transform trivially under the Lorentz group
(see e.g. Refs. [21, 22]), i.e. the entanglement is not observer
dependent.

This letter starts by deriving a Bell inequality suited for
decaying systems. Then we present a proposal how to test
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for violations of the Bell inequality with the KLOE-2 de-
tector at the DAΦNE e+e− collider of the Frascati Labora-
tory of INFN (see e.g. Ref. [18] and references therein) and
discuss the experimental implementations followed by the
analyses of limitations and loopholes.

2 Bell inequalities for decaying systems

In the EPR scenario a source produces two particles, which
are separated and independently measured by Alice and
Bob. Both parties can choose among two different measure-
ments alternatives i = n,n′ for Alice and j = m,m′ for Bob.
These settings yield either the outcomes k, l = +1 (later de-
noted as a yes event Y ) or k, l = −1 (later denoted as a no
event N ). Any classical or quantum correlation function can
be defined in the usual way by

EAB(i, j) =
∑

k,l

(k · l)P kl
AB(i, j) (1)

where P kl
AB(i, j) is the joint probability for Alice obtaining

the outcome k and Bob obtaining the outcome l, when they
chose measurements i and j , respectively. For local realistic
theories the Bell locality assumption imposes a factorization
of the joint probabilities. Bell inequalities are tests for corre-
lations that can be simulated using only local resources and
shared randomness (a modern terminology for local hidden
variables) and have, therefore, at hitherto nothing to do with
quantum theory. Inserting the probabilities derived by quan-
tum mechanics, however, in some cases leads to a violation
of the inequality, i.e. to a contradiction between predictions
of local hidden variable theories and quantum theory. For
bipartite entangled qubits a tight Bell inequality is the fa-
mous Clauser–Horne–Shimony–Holt (CHSH) Bell inequal-
ity [23], i.e.

−2 ≤ S(n,m,n′,m′)
:= EAB(n,m) − EAB(n,m′) + EAB(n′,m)

+ EAB(n′,m′) ≤ 2. (2)

In quantum mechanics the above inequality can also be
rewritten in the so called witness form

min
allρsep

S(n,m,n′,m′)[ρsep] ≤ S(n,m,n′,m′)[ρ]
≤ max

all ρsep
S(n,m,n′,m′)[ρsep] (3)

where the extremum is taken over all separable states. The
quantum mechanical correlations are derived by
E

QM
AB (n,m′)(ρ) = Tr(On ⊗ Om′ρ) (where Oi are appropri-

ate operators) and hence the S-function can be rewritten by

S(n,m,n′,m′)[ρ]
= Tr

([
On ⊗ (Om − Om′) + On′ ⊗ (Om + Om′)

]
ρ
)
. (4)

For stable systems the extremum over all separable states is
always 2, however, in case of unstable systems these bounds
may become different from 2 due to the decay property.
From the above derivation it is obvious that the general-
ized Bell inequality holds for stable systems. In this case
it is equivalent to the famous CHSH-Bell inequality and all
pure entangled states violate this inequality, whereas not all
mixed entangled states directly lead to a violation. The ex-
tremal Bell correlations for separable stable states always
reach 2, whereas for decaying systems we need to take into
account the intrinsic decay property which as well affects
the separable states. How and why this still constitutes a
proper Bell inequality for decaying system will be elabo-
rated in the discussion section.

In the following we present an experimental proposal to
reveal the nonlocality given by the above generalized Bell
inequality for entangled neutral K-mesons which are copi-
ously produced at the DAΦNE accelerator facility. In these
experiments the initially maximally entangled state is an
antisymmetric singlet state. So far no Bell inequality was
found for

(i) active measurements—a necessary requirement for a
conclusive test [9]—which leaves strangeness measure-
ments as the only available basis choice without limita-
tions and

(ii) the initial antisymmetric state, the only entangled state
that is currently produced with sufficiently high lumi-
nosity.

In particular it was shown [7, 10, 11] that the CHSH-Bell
inequality (2) does not exceed the bounds ±2 due to the fast
decay compared to the oscillation in these kaonic systems.
Thus, the reason for the non-violation is due to the given val-
ues of the two decay constants and the strangeness oscilla-
tion. In case the ratio of oscillation to decay would be twice
as large [9] then the quantum mechanical predictions would
exceed the bounds |2|. In Ref. [8] it was shown that other
initial states, in particular non-maximally entangled states,
exceed the bounds ±2, but up to date there is no experimen-
tal setup known that would produce such initial states.

3 The neutral kaon system

In Ref. [9] it was argued that any conclusive test against
the existence of a local realistic description for entangled
meson–antimeson pairs requires that Alice and Bob can
choose among alternative measurements “actively”. Parti-
cle detectors at accelerator facilities usually detect or re-
construct different decay products at various distances from
the point of generation, usually by a passive measurement
procedure, i.e. observing a certain decay channel at a cer-
tain position in the detector without having control over
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the decay channel nor the time (determined by the distance
from point of generation). More rarely an active measure-
ment procedure is performed, e.g. by placing a piece of mat-
ter in the beam and forcing the incoming neutral meson to
interact with the material (see e.g. the 1998 CPLEAR ex-
periment [24]). For practical reasons (too big decay con-
stants) this procedure is only possible for neutral K-mesons
and not for the neutral B and D mesons. In such a way
the strangeness content of a neutral kaon, i.e. being a kaon
K0 or an antikaon K̄0, at a certain time (determined by
the distance of the piece of matter from the source) can
be measured actively, i.e. the experimenter decides what
physical property (in this case strangeness) is measured and
when she or he wants to measure. Neutral kaons have rather
long lifetimes enabling them to travel several centimeters
or even meters (depending on their velocities), therefore
kaonic qubits present a quantum system that is entangled
over macroscopic distances. Certainly, for any conclusive
test of a Bell inequality it is necessary that Alice and Bob
can freely choose among different options. This require-
ment, which has been stated by the authors of Ref. [9], is
not a loophole, and therefore rules out all the other meson
systems.

In principle, one can generally ask the following di-
chotomic questions to the unstable quantum systems:

(i) Are you in the quasispin state |kn〉, i.e. a certain su-
perposition of the two strangeness eigenstates |K0〉
and |K̄0〉, at a certain time tn or not? (Answers:
Yes(Y )/No(N))

(ii) Are you in the quasispin state |kn〉 or its orthogonal state
|k⊥

n 〉 (〈k⊥
n |kn〉 = 0) at a certain time tn?

The second question (ii) does not include all available infor-
mation of the unstable quantum systems under discussion as
it ignores cases where the neutral kaons decayed before the
question was asked at time tn. Again, it is crucial for any
conclusive test of a Bell inequality not to ignore available
information, thus we have to stick to the first question.

In a recent publication [25] an effective formalism was
developed for expressing the quantum mechanical expecta-
tion value by effective time dependent operators in the re-
duced Hilbert–Schmidt space of the surviving component.
This has the advantage that the Bell inequality can be for-
mulated as a witness operator and, for a given initial state,
the value of the Bell inequality can be simply derived. Math-
ematically, finding out whether a Bell inequality is violated
is a highly constrained optimization problem even for qudit
systems. In detail, any quantum expectation value for any
choice of measurements is given by an effective 2 × 2 oper-
ator in the Heisenberg picture for a given initial state ρ (not
necessarily pure):

EQM(kn, tn; km, tm)

= Tr(On ⊗ Om ρ)

= P(Y : kn, tn;Y : km, tm) + P(N : kn, tn;N : km, tm)

− P(Y : kn, tn;N : km, tm) − P(N : kn, tn;Y : km, tm),

(5)

where P(Y/N,Y/N) denote the joint probabilities and
On := λn|χn〉〈χn| − |χ⊥

n 〉〈χ⊥
n | is an effective 2 × 2 op-

erator with 〈χn|χ⊥
n 〉 = 0, N(tn) = e−ΓStn |〈KS |kn〉|2 +

e−ΓLtn |〈KL|kn〉|2 and

|χn〉 = 1√
N(tn)

{〈KS |kn〉 · e(imS− ΓS
2 )tn |K1〉

+ 〈KL|kn〉 · e(imL− ΓL
2 )tn |K2〉

}

λn = −1 + (
e−ΓStn − e−ΓLtn

)(
1 − δ2) cos θn

+ (
e−ΓStn + e−ΓLtn

)(
1 + δ2 + 2δ cosφn sin θn

)
.

Here we parameterized the quasispin kn as a superposition
of the C P eigenstates |K1/2〉, i.e. |kn〉 = cos θn

2 |K1〉+sin θn

2 ·
eiφn |K2〉. The eigenstates |KS/L〉, i.e. the short lived state
|KS〉 and the long lived state |KL〉, are the mass eigen-
states which are the solutions of the effective Schrödinger
equation. ΓS,L are their decay constants and 
m = mL −
mS is the mass difference. The parameter δ is defined as
δ = 2	ε

1+|ε|2 , where ε is the small C P violating parameter

O(10−3), i.e. quantifying the asymmetry between a world
of matter and antimatter. Note that due to the decaying prop-
erty of the system the first eigenvalue λn changes in time
depending on the measurement choice and approaches the
value −1 for tn −→ ∞, independently of the choice of the
observer.

For spin- 1
2 systems, the most general spin observable is

given by On ≡ nσ with the Pauli operators σi . Here any
normalized quantization direction (|n| = 1) can be parame-
terized by the azimuth angle θn and the polar angle φn. In
case of unstable systems the effective observable is given by
the set of operators On ≡ λn−1

2 1 + λn+1
2 n(θn,φn, tn)σ for

which the “quantization direction” is no longer normalized
and its loss results in an additional contribution in form of
“white noise”, i.e. the expectation value gets a contribution
independent of the initial state for tn > 0.

4 Experimentally testable Bell inequality
and experimental feasibility

Consider the usual EPR scenario of a source emitting en-
tangled pairs of particles, in case of the DAΦNE collider
the decay of a Φ-meson into two neutral kaons in the an-
tisymmetric maximally entangled Bell state at time t = 0,
|ψ−〉 = 1√

2
{|K0K̄0〉 − |K̄0K0〉}. Alice and Bob agree to

measure the strangeness content actively (we choose e.g.
‘Are you a K̄0 or not’), i.e. by inserting a piece of material in
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the beam of neutral kaons. Both choose fully randomly and
independently at what time they measure the neutral kaons
(distances from the source). A possible setup is sketched in
Fig. 1.

One example for a choice of the four involved times is
e.g. tn = 0, tm = tn′ = 1.34τS , tm′ = 2.80τS (τS . . . lifetime
of the short lived state) which leads to S(|ψ−〉) = −0.69
and minS(ρsep) = −0.58, thus a violation of 0 ≤ 
 :=
S(|ψ−〉) − minS(ρsep) = −0.11. Certainly, a measurement
at tn = 0 is not possible, but it can be increased up to
tn = 1.34τS as visualized in Fig. 2(a).

Choices of times with higher values also yield violations,
as visualized in Fig. 2(b), however, these are due to the small
CP violation parameter and the big difference of the decay
rates. Here the question raised to the system, i.e. “Are you
an antikaon or not?” or “Are you a kaon or not?” matters
both for antisymmetric state as well as for the lower bound
derived for all possible separable states. Consequently, this
means that the interference caused by C P violation can as
well reveal the nonlocality of this system.

This peculiar relationship between a symmetry violation
in Particle Physics and manifestation of entanglement can
also be derived when one chooses a Bell inequality varied
in the quasispins. In particular, there exists a set of Bell in-
equalities [7] for the antisymmetric Bell state that require
the CP violation parameter δ = 0, i.e. local hidden variable
theories are in contradiction to the measured asymmetry of
matter and antimatter. This puzzling relation between sym-
metry violations in Particle Physics and manifestations of
entanglement cannot be put to a direct experimental verifi-
cation due to technological limitations, different to the Bell
inequality proposed in this letter.

Fig. 1 Sketch of a possible setup for testing the Bell inequality. The
two beams collide in the origin and produce two neutral kaons propa-
gating in opposite directions. Regions I, II, III cover measurements for
different time choices (≡ distances). For any real experimental situa-
tion (e.g. pairs are not equally distributed in 4π ) the geometry can be
accordingly adapted

Fig. 2 The generalized CHSH-Bell inequality for decaying systems.
These graphs show the functions S(|ψ−〉) and minS(ρsep) for the time
choices (a) tm = tn′ = 1.34τS , tm′ = 2.80τS varied over tn = t and
(b) tn = 4.48τS , tm = tn′ = 4.81τS varied over tm′ = t in the units of τS .
The violation in (b) vanishes for tn ≥ 80τS

5 Discussion

In any experiment testing a Bell inequality one faces loop-
holes, i.e. has to make supplementary assumptions. There
are two prominent loopholes. The first one is called the ‘de-
tection loophole’, stating that if not all pairs are measured
or if some are misidentified due to imperfections of the de-
tectors, Nature could still be local since some information
is missing. This loophole affects especially photon experi-
ments as even the best available detectors only detect a frac-
tion of the pairs [2, 3], thus these experiments rely on the
‘fair sampling’ hypothesis. The second loophole, the ‘local-
ity loophole’, states that measurements of Alice and Bob
have to be space-like separated, thus avoiding any possi-
ble exchange of subluminal signals about the measurement
choices of Alice and Bob. The ‘detection loophole’ was
closed with experiments on beryllium ions [4] and Joseph-
son phase qubits [5] while the ‘locality loophole’ was closed
for photons [3], but up to date no experiments exist closing
both loopholes simultaneously, but there are several propos-
als, e.g. Ref. [26].

It was claimed in the beginning that these massive entan-
gled systems which are copiously produced and separated
into opposite directions with relativistic velocities could of-
fer a possibility of simultaneously closing both mentioned
loopholes, however, as e.g. intensively discussed in Ref. [27]
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the real situation is far more involved. Moving materials
very close to the beam inside a particle detector would cause
serious problems as it would have many experimental side
effects hard to control and would influence other measure-
ments. Also having “static” material very close to the beam
is a challenge since it could change the beam performance,
however, it is conceivable and feasible to design such an
experimental facility, e.g. by exploiting the thin cylindrical
pipe where the beams circulate (in the KLOE-2 detector the
pipe radius is 3.7 cm corresponding to about 6τS ). Note that
the efficiency of the required strangeness measurements is
less than naively expected from the strong nature of these
interactions (see e.g. Ref. [28]). The difficulty does not stem
from detecting the reaction products but rather from the low
probability in initiating the strong reaction in a thin slab of
material.

This has to be taken into account when counting the Yes
and No-events, i.e. in correctly evaluating the detection effi-
ciency. This difficult task can be addressed with the help of
the Monte Carlo simulation of the KLOE-2 detector, which
carefully takes into account the well studied performance of
the collider and detector. Additional checks on independent
samples of experimental data (e.g. comparing the detected
numbers of K0 and K̄0 with pure KS/L beams) give another
good experimental test in order to control the errors.

Further advantages of these decaying systems is that one
knows essentially with 100% probability that in case a neu-
tral kaon is reconstructed it can only come from an entan-
gled pair. In addition, on average only one entangled pair
is generated per event. All that provides a very clean en-
vironment and gives high precision in measuring the joint
and single probabilities, respectively. Therefore, the expec-
tation values can be also evaluated by measuring only joint
and single probabilities, differently from experiments with
photons, which usually rely on coincidence counts. Conse-
quently, one can as well test the Clauser–Horne (CH) ver-
sion [29] of the CHSH-Bell inequality which requires single
and joint probabilities. The fundamental difference between
the CHSH-Bell inequality and the CH-Bell inequality stems
from the fact that in the first case correlations based on only
joint probability measurements are tested whereas the other
one involves only probabilities (single and joint ones).

For stable systems the extremal Bell correlations are al-
ways achieved for pure states due to convexity of the expec-
tation value of the Bell operator. Due to the unavoidable de-
cay the extremal Bell correlations can be significantly lower
as in any measurement basis the probability to obtain a Yes-
event becomes distorted. In contrast to the detection loop-
hole in our setup we have full control over all joint and single
probabilities and the full account of all decay events. This is
significantly different to previous proposals, e.g. Ref. [30],
where each Bell correlation was normalized to surviving
pairs, i.e. the question to the system corresponds to “Are

you an antikaon or a kaon at time t?” (question type (ii)).
This means that all pairs that did not survive until the mea-
surement times are discarded, clearly not testing the whole
ensemble. Consequently, our generalized Bell inequality is
a conclusive test of Bell’s nonlocality under the assumption
that the time evolution (exponential decay) of single kaons
is correctly described by quantum mechanics. Obviously, a
local realistic theory has not to obey any quantum laws, but
it is natural to demand that any local realistic theory also
predicts all measurable single probabilities correctly. This is
what is taken into account via our extremal bounds.

In Ref. [31] the authors proposed quite general local re-
alistic models for the antisymmetric Bell state and measure-
ments of antikaons at different times (however, not incorpo-
rating C P violation). The models assume that the time evo-
lution of the single kaon predictions are correct, i.e. those of
quantum mechanics. We adapted their model to compare it
with our generalized Bell inequality. We find that the lower
and upper bounds of their models are less or equally strin-
gent than our bounds, i.e. our generalized Bell inequality
provides a more stringent test of nonlocality.

Finally, let us mention that the obtained violation strongly
depends on the difference of the decay constants of the short
and long lived states which is a special feature of the neutral
kaon system (for all other meson–antimeson systems it is
essentially zero).

6 Conclusion

In conclusion, the proposed generalized Bell inequality for
decaying systems for restricted observable space and di-
chotomic questions submits to test our conception of local-
ity and reality in a dynamical way including C P violation,
whose origin is still a big puzzle in Physics. It presents the
first conclusive test, i.e. does not fail due to unavoidable re-
quirements, but involves loopholes. Moreover, a direct ex-
perimental test for the antisymmetric maximally entangled
Bell state produced at accelerators become possible. In par-
ticular, a test with the KLOE-2 detector at the DAΦNE col-
lider is feasible. Even if our proposal at a first step is real-
ized with a static measurement setup and in the presence of
other loopholes, it is a step toward proving the peculiar con-
sequences of entanglement for massive systems at different
realms of energy. Herewith, it also contributes to the open
question which role entanglement and C P violation plays in
our universe.
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